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Gray fairy tail full body

See source Of Avatar Man's Fairy Tale (ruse)[2] Allied ForcesTeam TenrouTeam Fairy Tail aTeam Fairy Tail DaphneLokeErza Scarlet[3] Ais Syaitan Slayer MagicMolding Magic (Ais Make)Ais Magic Fairy Tail: Phoenix Priest Tail Fairy Tales: The Color That Settles In The Heart of The Guild's Yūichi NakamuraEri
Kitamura (childhood) Newton PittmanRyan Reynolds (childhood) Gray Fullbuster (グレイ‧フルバスター Gurei Furubasutā) is Mage of the Fairy Tail Guil , where he is a member of Team Natsu. [4] Gray's full-body appearance is the most prominent feature of Gray's spicy black hair. He has dark blue eyes, and his body
is toned and muscular. [5] After a mission on Galuna Island, he received a scar on his forehead above his left eye partially covered by his hair. [6] He also had a cross-shaped scar on his lower abdomen received from using the SevenHirisan Dances: The Blood Version of Tenrou Island. [7] The expert setem is under his
colar in his right pectoral muscle and is dark blue. [8] Unlike almost all other characters, Gray does not consistently wear the same type of clothing (i.e., when he wears several), although he is often shown wearing some type of white kot. [9] Still, the most consistent pieces of clothing are the necklaces, which resemble
swords with stones inside, metal bracelets and chains attached to the coil of the belt on the right side of the outer. [10] After acquiring Ice Devil Slayer Magic from his father, he got a tattoo symbolizing Magic on his right arm. Following his entry into the Avatar cult, he seemed to put out his Fairytale sign, replacing it with
the Avatar sign, but it turned out to be only on his black mark. [11] Gray's personality was re-presented, but it became serious when he called him. [13] He and Natsu have a friendly rivalry, and while they can often be seen fighting each other verbally or physically,[14] the two are actually somewhat concerned with each
other. [16] Gray was somewhat appramed and was only as a child,[17] but over time, he has achieved a more cautious attitude towards life, and handled problems carefully. He is very worried about his friends and is completely loyal to his union, but tends to trash talk every now and then. [19] Also, he had a disturbing
habit of unkartingly removing his clothes (including the deepest) at inappropriate times. [21] Also, Gray is somewhat adept at acting as a bad guy, as shown in X792, when he infiltrates avatars at Erza's request, something that successfully prompts Briar to review Gray's desire for revenge against the E.N.D. both his soul
and his skin. [22] Ais-Make Ais-Make Aisy Gray (氷の造古貽, アイスメイク Aisu Meiku): A form of Reference Magic that allows the user to create an ais at his permission and shape it into an object. In In case, he uses Static Ice-Make, which means he can shape his ice into a thing or an inantievous weapon. Ice Make is
known as a very versatile form of magic, useful in combat, for offensive and defensive purposes, and beyond. Specializing in it and having been practicing it for years, Gray has extreme domination on it, capable of creating countless numbers of objects for various uses. Also, according to him, Ice-Make allows users to
generate almost anything, giving users unmatched creation capabilities. [23] As an Ice-Make user, Gray is an individual who is resistant to cold and is therefore able to take damage from ice and snow-based attacks without suffering major injuries and is either completely immune to snow-based attacks such as Tearm Eve
Snow Magic or more resilient to it than anyone else. [25] Gray can also freeze and reprimand Juvia, the current Water Magic user in its liquid form into various Ice-Made creations. [26] Ice-Make: Lance (槍騎兵(ランス) Ransu): Gray extends his hands forward, creating long, curling ice lances that he shoots towards his
enemy, their impaling. This makes the attack revolp around a strong revolf. [27] Ice-Make: Wall (壁(ウォール) Wōru): Gray uses one hand to create a small[29] or a large ice wall in front of him that protects everything behind him. [30] Ice-Make: Ice-Made Shield: Shield (盾(シールド) Shīrudo): Gray creates a large shield
made of ice in front of him, whose shape is blastly reminiscent of flowers, which protect everything behind him. [31] Originally, Gray's shield was the same in your appearance. However, when fighting Rufus, it takes a new unique shape, reminding your shield and Lyon. [32] Ice-Make: Hammers (⼤槌兵(ハンマー)
Hanmā): Gray created a large ice hammer floating over his opponents before dropping them with great force. The first time Gray used this against Lyon, he was blocked. [33] Ice-Make: Hammer Ice (氷鎚(アイス ハンマー) Ice Hamā): Gray creates a giant shrimp hammer made of ice and hammer it to the target. [34] Ice-
Make: Effects of Ice (氷撃の鎚(アイスインパクト) Ice Inpakuto): Gray creates a specially designed hammer made of ice, which is brought down to a targeted area, creating a huge impact. [35] Ice-Make: Juvia Hammer (ジュビアハンマー Jubia Hanmā): Gray uses juvia liquid form to create a large hammer made of ice,
float over its target and drop it with great strength. [36] Ice-Make: Floor (床(フロア) Furoa): Gray just freezes the floor, which makes anyone in the area slip away. Gray is also able to freeze with this spelling, and slides on the resulting floor. [37] Ice-Make: Arrow: Gray created one or more arrows than ice, which was then
shot at high speed to the enemy through the use of ice bows. [38] (Unnamed) Ice Make: Super Freezing Arrows: Using Geyser's ice and stand on the resulting ice formation, Gray can rise to a high point to shoot his arrow; after shots, the arrow speed increases with gravity and air pressure, making these attacks far more
dead than usual. [39] Ice-Make: Battle Axe (戦斧(バトルアックス) Batoru Akkusu): Gray created an axe from ice to a melee battle and swing it around. The first time he used this was against Juvia, but it wasn't effective. [40] Ice Make: Ice Swords Make: Swords: Gray creates swords from ice to melee battle. The sword is
very durable, capable of cutting and queuing other weapons as if it were made of metal. [41] (Unnamed) Ice Make: Cold Excalibur (氷聖剣(コールドエクスカリバー) Cōrudo Ecusukaribā): Gray creates a massive sword from ice to melee battle. Like its smaller version, the gun is very strong and sharp; In addition, the
spark seems capable of leaving behind a huge wake of ice that can damage the opponents. [42] Ice-Make: Ice Bringer (氷魔剣(アイスブリンガー) Ice Buringā): Gray generated two ice swords in his hands and quickly moved them forward in the X-motion to slap his opponents. [43] Ice-Make: Ice Geyser (氷⽋泉(アイスゲ
イザー) Iceu Geizā): Freezing the ground in front of him, Gray created an ice spike tower that implies opponents, very damaging to them. The first time Gray used this was to attack Lyon, but he failed. [44] Ice-Make: Juvia Geyser (ジュビアゲイザー Jubia Geizā): Gray uses Juvia's liquid form to create an ice span geyser
to attack her targets. [45] Ice-Make: Ice Prison Make: Prison (牢獄(プリズン) Purizun): Gray creates a large square cage from ice to trap opponents. The first time he used this was to stop Lyon ice animals from attacking him. [46] Ice-Make: Clone: Gray created a copy of himself made of ice. The copy is very similar to it,
which is revealed to be made of ice only after a close examination, caution, and thus useful to avoid enemy attacks or to create a distraction for Gray to attack itself. [47] Gray has demonstrated the ability to form at least two copies at a time. [48] (Unnamed) Ice Blade: Seven Sliced Dances (氷刃‧七連舞 Hyōjin:
Nanarenbu): After creating an ice blade that roamed back from both of its forearms, Gray displayed his sword quickly plaguing his enemy seven times. This is often used as a finishing step, causing heavy damage to the enemy. [49] Ice Make: Fireworks: Gray was able to shoot a small beam of ice from his hands, forming
an ice fireworks that looked like snow in the sky. [50] Ice Make: Gray makes a ladder out of the ice, so that he can get to that could not be achieved before this. The stairs, despite the nature of the materials that made them up, do not appear to have slipped at all. The first time Gray used this was to look for Lyon. (Not
named) [51] Ais Buat: Slaid: Grey slide from the ice, so that he can reach places that were unachievable before. The first time Gray used this was to find Lyon. [52] Ice-Make: Rampart (城壁(ランパード) Ranpādo): Gray creates a very large, high wall from ice, which can prevent his opponents in their tracks, but uses a lot
of Magic. The first time Gray used this was to stop the Riders. [53] Ice-Make: Grappling Hook (⾶⽖ Hisō): Gray created two four-point grape hooks with a chain associated with ice-Make aura around his hands, which could be used to hold a surface grip or higher object, allowing him to lift himself. [54] Ice-Make: Scythe
death (⼤鎌(デスサイズ) Desu Sizeu): Gray first created a large scythe made of ice, and then jumped into the air. When he was tall enough, he swings scythe in place of his opponent. [55] Ice-Make: Gungnir (戦神槍(グングニル) Gunguniru): Gray releases a giant lion out of the ice trapping opponents inside. Ice-Make:
Knuckle: Freezing the ground beneath his opponent, Gray created a tower made of big ice fists who attacked his opponent. [58] Ice-Make: Saucer: Gray created a large, spinning ice disc, capable of cutting through like a buzz-saw, which he launched on his target. [59] Ice-Make: Fishnet: Gray unleashes an ice breeze
from his hands, which takes shape like a fishnet, and allows him to freeze his opponent. [60] Ice-Make: Ice-Made Wall: An alternative version of Ice-Made: Ice Geyser, which freezes opponents rather than their impaling. Ice Make: Cocoa: Gray surrounds his body with ice cocoa, which has jutting spikes out, to protect
himself from enemy attacks. It has the same purpose for Ice-Make: Shields, but protects Gray on each side instead of one. It's unknown, though, if this spell is durable like its standard partner. [61] (Unnamed) Ice Make: Ocean: Gray, after joining both of his hands, slammed them on a large water body, freezing him
completely within seconds. [63] Ice-Make: Crescent Blades: Gray shooting garages of crescent ice projectiles, allowing it to attack multiple targets at once. [64] (Unnamed) Unlimited Ice-Made Grey Breaker: An Ice Dance Chaos Side Make: Hand Thieves (盗賊の⼿ Tōzoku no Te): Gray forms a hand out of ice, which
resembles human hands; five finger sports and palms. The long branch of the hand allows Gray to sneak stealing items, such as small bottles, without the inauguration of the owner. [66] Ice-Make: Platform: Gray creates an ice platform that can be used to maintain its feet. Various platforms can be made, and can also be
used as a way to give itself the necessary momentum to perform follow-up attacks that are [67] (Unnamed) Ice Make: Cannon (砲撃(キャノン) Kyanon): Kyanon's small cannon grey craft, decorated from ice, for which he could use nearby rubble as a bullet to extinguish the fire against his target; multiple cannons can be
created and fired Ais-Make: Ice Cannon (氷雪砲(アイス‧キャノン) Aisu Kyanon): After creating a large, bazooka-like hand cannon, Gray fires a cannon made of ice to deal great damage to his opponent. The first time he used this was to beat Lyon. [69] Ais-Make: Vambrace腕 (買贃ฐ Vambrace was able to throw a steel
ball with enough power to penetrate through Silver Fullbuster's chest, defeating it. [70] Ais-Make: Silver (界(シルバー) Shirubā): Summoning Ais Syaitan Slayer Magic, Gray enhances Ais-Buat's power. [71] Gesturing with his right hand, he was then able to freeze a large area in front of him. This spelling allowed him to
easily freeze and destroy Ajeel Raml's Sand Golem. [72] Ais-Make: Juvia Freeze (ジュビアフリーズ Jubia Furīzu): Gray froze juvia's liquid shape while she was part of the Metro agency to be incapable. [74] Iced Shell Ais Magic grey breaker (氷のณ買ฐ Little is known about Ais Magic, as there are only a few spellings
used so far. A magical treasure, Gray is able to freeze objects he comes into contact with. Gray, with great mastery of ice spelling, has proven himself capable of freezing despite burning things like Juvia boiling water and Fukuro fire, and freezing objects faster than Rosa Espada Sugarboy can soften. [76] [77] Iced Shell
(絶対氷結(アイスドシェル) Aisudo Sheru): Grey also has knowledge of this forbidden magic, is extremely dangerous and powerful, and has expressed certainty that he can use it, if he is coerced. [78] Lost Iced Shell (消失絶対氷結(ロスト‧アイスドシェル) Rosuto Aisudo Sheru): Gray began this spelling by forming an
establishment that would later create a large amount of Magic power to surround it[79] before being stopped by Natsu from activating it. [80] Gray's Instantaneous Freeze Ice Devil Slayer Magic (氷の滅 [82] Like other Slayers, Gray was able to take an outside source of the ais to increase his strength and increase his
power and at the same time immunized him. [83] This form of magic is very powerful and effective against Satan. [84] Gray was given his father's magic following his defeat and departure. [85] For some diplomas, it seems that Shaitan Slayers has the ability to defy the curse (or at least the Muktamad Memento Mori
Curse). [86] He has also that Satan Magic is a very changing magic, and the learning is too fast and using its properties in rapid succession has had an adverse effect on Gray, causing him to become stupid black marks that have so far spread across half his body on two occasions[87] however, Gray himself says that
with some help Porlyusica, can control it. [88] He has become skilled enough in this Magic to be able to embody the enemy in the elevated ice cocoa, rolling it across the enemy field and manipulating it into a huge burst of ice within seconds. [89] Gray can also use this Magic to increase his Ice-Make power. [90] One of
the most effective aspects of this type of Magic is its ability to freeze everything in a large radius with sheer wrist flick. [91] In one instance, Gray, who recently inherited His Father Silver's Magic, was able to freeze various twisters from Tempester who were in Etherious Form. [92] In the X792 after training, Gray was able
to freeze solid people, as he pointed out when he froze Gômon, before he could harm Lucy. [93] Satanic Ice Rage (氷魔の激昂 Hyōma no Gekikō): Gray removes a large beam of cold air, ice and snow from his mouth, directing it towards his target. The number of simple beams dwarfs Mard Geer, but Gray's spelling
power is unknown because Mard can avoid easily. [94] Zero Length Sword Ice Devil (氷魔零(ゼ⼝)ノ太⼑(タチ) Hyōma Zero no Tachi): Gray created a long sword from his palm that he used to plague his opponents with, inciting a deep cut into his opponent's body that severely damaged them and had an additional effect
of plaguing his opponents by, inciting a deep cut into his opponent's body that severely damaged them and had additional effects Gray is shown using this spell shown strong enough to beat Etherious members and Nine Demon Gates Tempester in his Etherious Form with a single strike. [84] Ice Devil's Zeroth
Destruction Bow (氷魔零(ゼ⼝)ノ破⼸(ハキュウ) Hyōma Zero no Hakyū): Gray creates a complicated submission made of ice and arrow fire from him at high speed. When the arrows make contact, it turns into a variety of spicy ice that spoils the target body. The spell was shown to damage Tartaros' pseudo leader: Mard
Geer Tartaros. [95] Ice Devil's Zero Destruction Fist (氷魔‧零(ゼロ)ノ破拳(ハケン) Hyōma Zero no Haken): Gray, After using Ice-Make to form ice from Invel's True-Ice Kamui, creating a pair of loudly damaging gauntlets with the same nature as the aforementioned spelling, and using it for the cruelness of its targets.
[96] I'll Stop You (オレが⽌めてやる Ore ga Tomete Yaru): Gray creates an ice circle barrier, following up with an ice shark attack on [98] Unison Raid Unison Raid (Unison Raid) Yunizon Reido): Kelabu mampu menggunakan ini ini even though he only did it with Juvia until now. &amp;Water; Ice Make Spelling: Gray and
Juvia are able to combine their Magic together, causing large amounts of water and ice needles to erupt across Magnolia City, while forever destroying the Daphne Lizardmen. [15] Shotto Gan's shotgun (ショットガン Shotto): Gray uses water provided by Juvia in conjunction with Ice-Make Magic to strengthen water,
which is then intended for targets and is released as sharp and thick ice spears. [99] Nebula Water &amp;; Ice-Make: Ice Geyser (⽔流昇霞(ウォーターネブラ)+氷⽋泉(アイスゲイザー) Wōtā Nebura + Iceu Geizā): Juvia and Gray hold hands and combine spellings of Juvia Water and Gray-made Ice spellings to attack



their targets. [100] Ice waves (氷結海嘯(アイス ウエーブ) Ice Uēbu): Gray uses water provided by Juvia in conjunction with Magic Ice To strengthen water, create large waves of sharp ice spans, hit its targets and freeze it in the process. [101] Specialist Weapons Specialist: Gray has displayed great capabilities in
widening weapons produced by Ice-Made spelling. He is very adept at swords with ice swords built of various shapes and sizes, and is also more than capable of surrounding other types of knife weapons. She has also shown to be a adept at marksmanship, using her ice bow to shoot arrows from a great distance with
pinpoint accuracy. [41] Hands-to-Hand Battle Experts: Gray had great skills in hand-to-hand battles, first shown seriously when, despite his grieving wounds, he managed to overwhelm Lyon when the latter angered him in battle,[102] and was generally displayed in a comic way during his scuffles with Natsu. He was able
to wrap up strong shots and twists, and he often used unsynced battles in conjunction with Ice-Made spells to get the upper hand in combat. Gray was able to defeat the Lord Thunder faction in his own unsold battle. [103] Enhanced durability: Gray has also displayed incredible resilience during the battle. He managed to
keep fighting after being beaten by boiling water, he survived the stolen fire attack Fukuro, and endured several dozen energy explosions from the Bickslow doll before exiting. [104] [105] [106] He also took an explosion from four lightning runners from the Thunder Palace, despite having just recovered from a previous
injury. [107] Enhanced Agility: Gray has shown on different occasions to be very fast and agil. During a battle with Bickslow in the hallway, he displayed enough acrobatic speed and strength to move a few metres in the air by jumping from one wall to another. it is also able to avoid some racer attacks although the speed
is overwhelming. [108] Gray was able to defeat the Lord Thunder faction in quick succession and quick enough to move behind Bickslow and Evergreen before he noticed. [109] Enhanced Gray has proven himself to have great physical strength, having been shown capable of lifting large amounts of large wooden beams
all of his own, although later crushed underneath due to disorder. [110] He was also able to lift Lucy while the two were trapped in traps like quickly and threw them a few metres in the air,[111] as well as breaking the stone wall section with a single punch side. [112] Gray was able to gain substantial increase in his
strength enough to defeat the Lord Thunder Faction. [113] Miniature Communication Lacrima Equipment (⼩型通信魔⽔晶(ラクリマ) Kogata Tsūshin Rakurima)[114]: Gray uses this device to communicate with Erza while performing an undercover mission. [115] Former Artificial Keys Equipment: Red Shoes: Gray had to
wear it so he took part in a dance battle with Cancer. [117] Loves Trivia Gray including interesting things. His disrepancies include Natsu. [1] Gray boxers are longer in the anime, and usually always black, unlike manga. [5] When Gemini turned into Gray and the Angels gathered information about Lucy from his mind,
Lucy's Gray opinion was as follows: Newcomers to the association, pretty damn cute, possessed some skills. More naive than he appeared, and the wizard of the celestial spirit. [119] He was seen smoking in the first few chapters of manga. [120] This is not seen or mentioned in the anime. Gray is ranked first on
Meredy's Most Important People to Kill list. [122] Hiro Mashima has admitted that he forgot how he named Gray. [123] Attacking Power 4/5 Defensive Power 4/5 Speed 4/5 Intelligence 3/5 Nudity 5/5 In Volume 32 supplementary Content, Mashima provides battle statistics for 31 of the 40 X791 participants in the Great
Magic Games. The statistics, however, were given not from a mashima standpoint as a writer but from the point of view of the Sorcerer Magazine reporter, Jason. That explains why some of the statistics are missing and why others might not be accurate. According to Jason of Sorcerer Magazine, during his participation
in the Great Magic Games X791, Gray's statistics are:[124] Gray stated that since he bears the Mark of Fairy Tail, he has never lost to the same opponent twice. [125] A wreath grey dress was supposed to be Rave, but after bouncing around Gray's idea of becoming the 10th Lord of Rave among others, Mashima
eventually rejected the idea. [126] Gray was originally planned to become Ice Dragon Slayer, but it was eventually rejected. Around tenrou Island arc, Mashima toyed with the idea again before finally settling in Gray becoming Slayer Devil's Ice shortly before she started writing the Grand Magic Games. [127] Quotes (To
Kageyama) Everything does not have to be decided by life and death. think about the future for once. [128] (To Erza) I'll do what I want until the end. Cut me if want to. [129] (For Lucy) I don't care where I get hurt, while my injuries can be seen. [130] (To Juvia) Sorry, but no matter if you are a woman or even a child. I
don't go easy on anyone who hurts my friends. [131] (To Juvia) Lucy's our friend. I won't give it up even if I die. [132] (To himself about Erza) Erza had to stay in Fairy Tail, so she would no longer shed tears! (To Natsu) I'm not going to let him be here, even on top of my dead body! Go, where's Erza! (To Pelumba) Ais
can even stop the life itself. So, you won't be able to catch up, for good. You'll always be trapped there, staring at the fairytale tail. [133] (For The Edolas) Expert) Don't be a glum, you can't have a guild without the Magic you say? As long as you have friends, you will always have a union. [134] (To Ultear) Although this is
your power, I have my own power. I walk on the street living with my nakama!!! [135] (To Ultear) He was so pathetic... all the things he can't convey to you right now, it's so sad... [136] (To Ultear) Your darkness ... I'm going to... The seal... [7] (For Doriate) The Ais magic you use is insulting. Let me show you how it's really
done. [137] (For Jerome) I am after the E.N.D. That's a book... While I can get my hands on that book... I can give shit about nothing else. I forgot about my union a long time ago. I existed to get the book... or rather I exist to destroy the E.N.D. [138] (For Natsu) Always stick your nose where it does not belong, Natsu ...
Here's what I am really now. I put out our family sign with my own hands. To find the answer I'm looking for. [139] (For Invel Yura)If she is my family online, I'm going to be a dark and black villain because I need to protect 'em[140] Battle &amp; Events Battle Events Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Team
Eisenwald Gray Fullbuster vs Rayule Erza Scarlet, Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Lullaby Team Natsu vs. Village Monsters Gray Fullbuster vs. Angelica Gray Fullbuster vs Lyon Vastia Gray Fullbuster vs Lyon : Rematch Fairy Tail vs Phantom Lord Natsu Dragneel, Gray Fullbuster &amp; Elfman Strauss vs
Totomaru Gray Fullbuster vs Juvia Lockser Erza Scarlet, Gray Fullbuster &amp; Elfman Strauss vs Jose Porla Team Natsu vs. Team Jellal Natsu vs Jellal Lucy Heartfilia, Gray Fullbuster &amp; Juvia Lockser vs. Heavenly Watchtower Gray Fullbuster vs Fukuro Gray vs Bickslow Angkatan Bersekutu vs Oración Seis
Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Naked Mummy Gray Fullbuster vs Oración Seis Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Naked Mummy Gray Fullbuster vs. Oración Seis Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Naked Mummy Gray Fullbuster , Lyon Vastia &amp;amp; Sherry Blendy vs Pelumba Natsu
Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Klodoa Natsu Dragneel, Gray Fullbuster, Lucy Heartfilia &amp; Happy vs Sifar Natsu Dragneel vs Gray Fullbuster (Arka Daphne) Fairy Tail vs Lizardmen Daphne &amp; Dragonoid Natsu Dragneel, Erza Scarlet &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Blizzard Fullbuster Vs Blizzard Full Full Edolas
Tentera Diraja Natsu Dragneel, Gray Fullbuster &amp; Lucy Heartfilia vs. Hughes &amp;amp; Sugarboy Gray Fullbuster vs Sugarboy Gray Fullbuster, Lucy Heartfilia, Coco &amp; Edolas Fairy Tail vs Edolas Tentera Diraja Kelabu Fullbuster &amp; Loke vs. Mest Gryder &amp; Wendy Marvell Gray Fullbuster, Loke, Lucy
Heartfilia &amp; Cana Alberona vs. Mest Gryder &amp; Wendy Marvell Gray Fullbuster, Loke, Lucy Heartfilia &amp; Cana Alber Caprico Gray Fullbuster vs Ultear Milkovich Natsu Dragneel, Lucy Heartfilia, Gray Fullbuster , Erza Scarlet, Wendy Marvell &amp; Laxus Dreyar vs. Hades Team Tenrou vs Acnologia Gray
Fullbuster vs Ais-Make Mage Team Natsu vs Bandits Gray Fullbuster vs. Vanish Brothers Natsu Dragneel &amp;amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Sugarboy (Tanah Bumi) &amp; Byro Cracy Gray Fullbuster, Lyon Vastia &amp; Juvia Lockser vs Labyrinth Guardian Gray Fullbuster, Juvia Lockser &amp; Lyon Vastia vs Sugarboy
(Tanah Bumi) Fairy Tail &amp; Lyon Vastia vs Byro Cracy Fairy Tail, Lyon Vastia, Byro Cracy &amp; Dan Straight vs. Reborn Oración Seis Kelabu Fullbuster, Freed Justine &amp; Dan Straight vs Angel Gray Fullbuster &amp; Dan Straight vs. Angel Team Fairy Tail A vs Grand Magic Games Peserta Gray Fullbuster vs
Rufus Lore Gray Fullbuster &amp;amp; Juvia Lockser vs Lyon Vastia &amp; Sherria Blendy Gray Fullbuster vs. Kanser (Gerhana) Pasukan Natsu &amp; Gajeel Redfox vs. Celestial Spirit King (Eclipse) Natsu Dragneel, Gray Fullbuster &amp; Lucy Heartfilia vs Drake, Hiroshi &amp; Rala Gray Fullbuster vs Doriate Gray
Fullbuster vs. Keyes Gray Fullbuster vs Perak Fullbuster Natsu Dragneel &amp; Kelabu Fullbuster vs Mard Geer Tartaros Kelabu Fullbuster &amp; Juvia Lockser vs Briar Team Na Natsu &amp; Makarov Dreyar vs Ajeel Raml Gray Fullbuster vs Invel Yura Natsu Dragneel vs Gray Fullbuster Team Natsu &amp;
Mercphobia vs. Kiria, Madmole &amp; Skullion Raider Team Natsu vs Whiteout Mercphobia Gray Fullbuster vs Whiteout Thunder God Tribe Gray Fullbuster &amp; Juvia Lockser vs Metro Natsu Dragneel &amp; Gray Fullbuster vs. Rujukan Hakune ↑ 1.0 1.1 Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 29, Cover ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 424,
Page 20 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga : Bab 430, Pages 2-4 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 11, Halaman 11 ↑ 5.0 5.1 Fairy Ekor Manga : Bab 2, Page 7 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 46, Pages 2-4 ↑ 7.0 7.1 Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 240, Page 14 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 26, Page 11 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 11, Page 1 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab
29 , Page 1 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 428, Page 17 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 430, Page 2 : Bab 25, Page 12 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 10, Pages 7-8 ↑ 15.0 15.1 Fairy Ekor Anime: Episod 72 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 39, Pages 7-10 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 37, Pages 9-10 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 56, Page 17 ↑ Fairy Tail
Manga : Bab 108, Page 10 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 37, Pages 8-9 : Bab 164, Page 6 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 426, Pages 14-17 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Bab 30, 5 ↑ Fairy Tail Tail 185, Page 19 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 207, Page 11 ↑ Fairy Tale Tails: 100 Years of Manga Quest: Chapter 58, Pages 4-6 ↑ Fairy Tail
Manga: Chapter 21, Pages 9-10 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 306, Page 5-6 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 15, Page 10 ↑ Fairy Tale Tails: 100 Years of Manga Quest: Chapter 29, Pages 5-6 ^ Fairy Tail Manga : Chapter 21 , Page 8 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 306, Pages 9-10 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 30, Page 6 ↑
Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 269, Page 24 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 306, Page 5 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: 100 Years of Manga Quest: Chapter 58, Page 6 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 203, Pages 13-14 ^ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 203, Pages 13-14 ^ Fairy Tail Manga : Chapter 203, Pages 13-14 , Page 10 ↑ Fairy Tail
Anime: Episode 56 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 56, Pages 22-23 ↑ 41.0 41.1 Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 41, Page 11 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 243, Page 8 ↑ Fairy Tail Manga: Chapter 248, Page 14 Fairy ↑ Manga Tail: Chapter 30, Page 8 ↑ Fairy Tale Tail: 100 Years of Manga Quest : Chapter 58, Page 5 : Chapter
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